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Short Description
COUGAR 700K is a premium mechanical gaming keyboard aimed at serious and professional gamers.
Inspired by military “stealth technology”, the design is created from elements of geometric facet; Mechanical
key modules are mounted on exposed and bended aluminum structure with premium brushed surface
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treatments, this structure provides the user with more efficient typing, not to mention a sturdy and strong
structural foundation. The ends are then wrapped in a plastic frame to create a protected feel. Intuitive key
and button groupings are neatly integrated into the plastic frame. Thereby drawing and driving attention
towards key areas and allowing the gamers to concentrate and focus on their competitive matches. An extra
FPS palm rest with magnetic attachment on the palm rest area provides great ergonomic support for WASD
keys control.

Description
COUGAR 700K is a premium mechanical gaming keyboard aimed at serious and professional gamers.
Inspired by military “stealth technology”, the design is created from elements of geometric facet; Mechanical
key modules are mounted on exposed and bended aluminum structure with premium brushed surface
treatments, this structure provides the user with more efficient typing, not to mention a sturdy and strong
structural foundation. The ends are then wrapped in a plastic frame to create a protected feel. Intuitive key
and button groupings are neatly integrated into the plastic frame. Thereby drawing and driving attention
towards key areas and allowing the gamers to concentrate and focus on their competitive matches. An extra
FPS palm rest with magnetic attachment on the palm rest area provides great ergonomic support for WASD
keys control.

Features
CHERRY MX MECHANICAL SWITCHES
No amount of functions or good design can make up for bad keys in a keyboard. For this reason, the
COUGAR 700K comes with Cherry MX key switches that last up to 50 million keystrokes and bring you both
accuracy and a quality feel with each keystroke.
ALUMINUM BRUSHED STRUCTURE ALUMINUM BRUSHED STRUCTURE
Both for the sake of design and for improving durability, the mechanical key modules are mounted on
exposed and bended aluminum structure with premium brushed surface treatments. Apart from being part
of an award-winning design (COMPUTEX d&i awards 2014, iF product design award 2014), this structure
makes the keyboard sturdy and durable, and gives you what every keyboard should give you: a strong feel of
being in command.
N-KEY ROLLOVER N-KEY ROLLOVER
N-KEY directly in USB mode: no need for USB to PS/2 adapter. You can simultaneously press any number of
keys without having to worry about losing accuracy. In addition, two function buttons allow you to change on
command from 6KRO to NK RO and vice versa. Again, you're in command.
32-BIT ARM PROCESSOR & ON-BOARD MEMORY 32-BIT ARM PROCESSOR
In charge of everything a 32-bit ARM Processor keeps everything going smoothly, while the on-board memory
allows you to store up to 3 full configuration profiles on the keyboard itself. This allows you to preserve your
configuration even if you bring your keyboard to another computer.
1000 HZ POLLING RATE 1000 HZ POLLING RATE
Your keyboard should wait for you, not the other way around. 1ms response time. Together with the Cherry
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MX mechanical key switches' response, the COUGAR 700K's 1000 Hz polling rate provides you with a 1ms
response time.
6 PROGRAMMABLE G-KEYS 6 PROGRAMMABLE G-KEYS
6 programmable G keys (5 on the left side of the keyboard and a sixth one to the right of the space bar) allow
for quick access to a variety of functions. Fully configurable, all of them make your life easier by enabling you
to access the functions you want without interfering with the standard keys of the keyboard. Five keys on the
left side of the keyboard, near the WASD keys for quick access without moving your hand, and a key just to
the right of the space bar for thumb use. More keys, no extra hand movements.
ON-THE-FLY MODE SWITCH KEY ON-THE-FLY MODE SWITCH KEY
The purpose of configuring your keyboard is making everything more convenient, but the shortcuts and quick
access keys you might use when surfing the internet are not the same you use when playing a game, and the
ones you use for a FPS might not be the same you will be using in a MMORPG. In order to seamlessly switch
between configuration profiles, the COUGAR 700K includes three dedicated mode switch keys that will make
your life much easier.
MULTI-MEDIA KEYS MULTI-MEDIA KEYS
Do you enjoy listening to your own music while playing videogames, but think getting out of the game to
start, stop or switch songs is annoying? Do you hate it when a sudden change in volume in a videogame
deafens everybody in your home? So do we. The COUGAR 700K has seven convenient keys that will allow you
to control your multimedia content without needing to stop whatever you're doing.
WINDOWS LOCK KEY WINDOWS LOCK KEY
We all have felt the frustration of accidentally hitting the Windows key and kicking ourselves out of a game,
only to find an unpleasant result when we get back in. For this reason, the COUGAR 700K includes a
dedicated key that will allow you to activate or deactivate the Windows key at any moment.
ON-THE-FLY MACRO RECORDING KEY ON-THE-FLY MACRO RECORDING KEY
Your keyboard is already configured, you are playing and suddenly realize that there is another macro that
would come in handy for the game you're currently playing. Getting out of the game to record it? Not with
COUGAR 700K. With the dedicated MR key for macro recording, you can record new macros anytime on the
fly.
INSTANT MODE SWITCH INSTANT MODE SWITCH
We provide lots of keys for configuring shortcuts, macros and anything you might want to configure, but
sometimes your games require having several functions in the same keys. No problem with the COUGAR
700K. Thanks to the Instant Mode Switch functionality, you can have up to three functions for the same
letters: just by clicking the Instant Mode Switch Key, the keyboard will automatically switch to the mode
associated to that key, and go back to the previous one as soon as you release it. Many users are already
using this, among other genres, on MMORPGs, where spellcaster characters can seamlessly switch
temporarily to their protective/healing spell shortcuts by pressing the Instant Mode Switch key and then go
back to the standard configuration, which tends to be fully loaded with offensive spells, as soon as they
release it. Compatible Cougar Mouses also have this feature, which will allow you to change both your
keyboard and mouse mode (hotkeys, macros,etc) by clicking a mouse button and vice versa.
REPEAT RATE 1X/2X/4X/8X REPEAT RATE 1X/2X/4X/8X
The COUGAR 700K allows for quick adjustment of the repeat rate of the keyboard, especially useful for games
which require pressing repeatedly a specific key.
USB PASS-THROUGH & AUDIO IN-OUT USB PASS-THROUGH & AUDIO IN-OUT
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No more crawling under the table to change microphone or to connect those new headphones. An USB port
and Audio In-Out on the keyboard will allows you to connect your mouse (or any other USB device),
headphones and microphone directly to the keyboard.
INDIVIDUAL KEY BACKLIGHT SETTING INDIVIDUAL KEY BACKLIGHT SETTING
You can individually configure the backlight of all the keys, making sure the key backlight works exactly the
way you need to. As for the brightness of the backlight, there are five levels for you to choose from. This
function is very often used for the WASD keys, as well as for any relevant shortcuts you might want to keep
always on sight.
FPS PALM REST FPS PALM REST
Protect yourself from injuries, gain comfort and improve your performance. Especially designed for FPS (but
useful as well for other game genres) this detachable rubber palm support provides a strong grip and just the
right height to effortlessly keep your hand in place during action, in the right position to access both the
WASD keys and the 6 G-Keys with your shortcuts.
ANTI-SLIP RUBBER FOOT ANTI-SLIP RUBBER FOOT
The premium quality rubber foot of the COUGAR 700K will leave your keyboard safely anchored to the table
even during intense game sessions.
BRAIDED CABLE AND GOLDEN-PLATED CONNECTORS BRAIDED & GOLD-PLATED
To provide enhanced durability and the best possible connection, the COUGAR 700K includes a premium
quality braided cable as well as golden-plated connectors for the keyboard, another USB device and audio
in/out.

Specifications
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Product name

COUGAR 700K gaming keyboard

Key switch

Cherry MX mechanical

Processor

32-bit ARM Cortex-M0

N-key rollover

Yes

Full key backlight

Yes

Game type

FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS

On-board memory

Yes

Polling rate

1000Hz / 1ms

Repeat rate

1X / 2X / 4X / 8X

Material

Aluminum / Plastic
1/9/23

Software

COUGAR UIX™ SYSTEM

Additional programmable G-keys
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Palm rest

Yes

Audio jacks

Yes

USB pass-through

Yes

Interface

Golden-plated USB plug

Cable length

1.8m Braided

Dimension

230(L) X 487(W) X 40(H) mm
9.06(L) X19.17(W) X 1.57(H) Inch

Weight

1.2kg (2.65 lb)

Additional Information
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Brand

Cougar

SKU

KBC700-2IS

Weight

2.0000

Color

Black

Connection Type

USB

Keyboard Style

Illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type

Mechanical

Switch Type

Black

LED Color

Orange

Vendor SKU/EAN

871520002504

Special Price

$112.46
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